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Jul 2, 2018 . This post is protected against accidental deletion by an "overlay" comprising a bitmap placed on top of the original picture. This overlay is sometimes called an "anti-aliasing" or "anti-aliasing overlay". The smoothed image is created because of sharp edges in
the original picture, which give the illusion of less sharpness due to a sampling effect. This overlay technique is used in the film industry to give smoother and less jagged images. Reducing jaggedness We would like to show you a description here but the site won’t allow
us. Hi there, We will send you an email whenever someone replies to this comment. To confirm, please click in the box below. You like this video? Click the like button. Would you like to hide this video? Download this free utility to automatically download & install the
newest drivers available.Recess? My recess looks like a normal day. We play in the yard. We run around and wrestle and play catch. We do team games, pretend play, and story telling. We do other fun things as well. We paint, write, and use our fine motor skills. We sing,
listen to music, and dance. A lot of times I can hear the kids playing in the yard and the school bus pulling up, but I don’t see what’s going on because our next door neighbors are visiting us. We play outside. Do kids play outside or in a yard? The short answer is NO, they
play inside or outside their house. It’s far more confined there. There are physical, social, and emotional benefits to learning in a specific environment. Kids Learning in a Physical Environment Physical environments have evolved over the years to be better at what they

were designed to do. Now they are often designed for a specific purpose. Playing games like tag or hide-and-seek on a gym floor was the most fun children could have before. It’s harder to run around outside without tangling your feet in the grass or being tripped over by a
plant. This explains why kids play Candy Land on the floor of their bedroom. It’s simply easier. Or why they play video games in a room that serves no other purpose than being a place to play video games. Learning in a Physical Environment What about physical

learning? From
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